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Abstract
The study of Islam on social media is clearly not something new and is not considered unreasonable in everyday life. This is evidenced by the many channels that aim to spread Islamic da'wah to netizens through photos and videos. One of the YouTube channels that often broadcasts religion is a YouTube channel with the username kadamsidik. This research focuses on kadamsidik's YouTube channel that discusses the interpretation of Surah al-Kahfi [18]: 83-98, especially the story of Żulqarnain. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk memaparkan penafsiran Husain Basyaiban terhadap surat al-Kahfi [18]: 83-98 dalam YouTube kadamsidik berdasarkan teori kritik ad-dakhîl fit-tafsîr. Penelitian ini merupakan jenis penelitian library research dengan sumber primer Channel kadamsidik. Sumber sekundernya terdiri dari buku metode kritik ad-dakhîl karya Ulinnuha, tafsir al-Khazin, tafsir Alusi, serta artikel yang berkaitan dengan ad-dakhîl. Penelitian ini memberi penafsiran Husain tentang kisah Żulqarnain dalam al-Kahfi [18]: 83-98 dan berfokus pada nilai ad-dakhîl yang diperoleh dari penafsiran Husain. Penelitian ini menyimpulkan bahwa dari tiga fase yang ditafsirkan oleh Husain Basyaiban dari surat al-Kahfi [18]: 83-98, penulis mengidentifikasi dua diantaranya yakni ad-dakhîl berbentuk tafsir dengan jenis riwayat yang dihukumi sebagai riwayat isra'îliyât yang mauqif (dibiarkan). Adapun satu diantaranya sebagai riwayat sahih dan satu di antaranya sebagai tafshil al-mujmal (tidak dikategorikan ad-dakhîl).

Kata kunci: tafsir Audiovisual, ad-dakhîl, isra'îliyât, Husain Basyaiban
Žulqarnain. This study aims to describe and criticize Husain Basyaiban's interpretation of Surah al-Kahf [18]: 83-98 in YouTube kadamsidik based on the theory of criticism Ad-dakhil fit-tafsir. This research uses library research with the primary source of kadamsidik Channel. The secondary sources consist of the book Ad-dakhil criticism method by Ulinnuha, tafsir al-Khazin, tafsir Alūsi, and articles related to Ad-dakhil. This study presents Husain's interpretation of the story of Žulqarnain in al-Kahf [18]: 83-98 and focuses on the value of ad-dakhil obtained from Husain's interpretation. This study concludes that of the three phases interpreted by Husain Basyaiban from Surah al-Kahf [18]: 83-98, the author identifies two of them as ad-dakhil in the form of interpretation with the type of history that is punished as ınstrā’īliyāt history that mauquf (left). One of them is a sahih narration and one of them is a tafsīr al-mujmal.

**Keywords:** tafsir Audiovisual, ad-dakhil, ınstrā’īliyāt, Husain Basyaiban

INTRODUCTION

Social media own an important role in disseminating religious information, including interpretation of the Koran. Some examples of social media include blogs, social networks, Wikipedia, forums, and virtual worlds. One example is the Kadamsidik YouTube channel which discusses the interpretation of Surah al-Kahf. The author chose Kadamsidik as a research subject because his YouTube channel is not only a preaching account, some contain business accounts and some are daily vlogs. Apart from that, the Kadamsidik YouTube channel is owned by a content creator from Madura named Husain Basyaiban. The author chose one of the research topics in the audiovisual interpretation domain of kadamsidik works, which reviews the interpretation of the verses of Surah al-Kahf [18]: 83–98. The theme chosen was the story of Žulqarnain.

The story of Žulqarnain in the Koran is also an interesting topic for interpretation by scholars and content creators such as Husain Basyaiban. The Qur’an does not explicitly explain who Žulqarnain is. He is only described as a pious person and very obedient to Allah who was given power on earth and given the knowledge and abilities to achieve his goals. The goal is to travel towards the setting sun, the place where the sun rises, and al-Saddain. This research is important because no one has yet critically reviewed the story of Žulqarnain in the interpretation made by Husain. Apart from that, this research has a very important problem to examine, namely Husain's interpretation of the story of Žulqarnain.

---
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which does not provide any notes at all regarding the references, hadith or propositions he uses. Because this story is an *isrā'īliyāt* story which must have a source of interpretation. Therefore, according to the author, criticism needs to be carried out using the *ad-dakhīl* criticism method which was initiated by Abd al-Wahhāb Mabruk Fāyed. In this case, one example of *ad-dakhīl* that the author found was related to Husain's interpretation of a figure Żulqarnain whether pious servants or kings or prophets. In the hadith tafsir al-Khazīn Żulqarnain is the king and guardian of Allah, whereas in the hadith tafsir Żulqarnain status as a prophet, angel, or pious servant. From several of these opinions there is no strong argument, so according to the author, Husain's interpretation is categorized *ad-dakhīl* who was sentenced to *mauquf* (allowed).

As far as the author conducted a literature review regarding: *First*, audiovisual interpretation, quite a lot of research studies were found Which have been done. From searching previous research, the author found articles that were relevant to the research, including a thesis Nafisatuzzahro⁵, Written thesis by Nur Layli Alfi Sharifah,⁶ Written thesis Ade Rosi Siti.⁷ Second, *ad-Dakhil* fit-Tafsīr including those written by Nur Fadilah Myanti Efha. This thesis identifies *ad-dakhīl* in Bisri Mustafa’s *Tafsīr al-Ibrīz* and determines its quality.⁸ Third, the concept of polygamy in the Qur’an: a study of the tafsir al-Misbah by M. Quraish Shihab.⁹ Fourth, Dian Nur Utami’s thesis.¹⁰ Fifth, the story of Żulqarnain Fildzah Nida’s thesis.¹¹ Sixth, Analysis of *Isrā’īliyyāt* in Tafsir Hasyiah Al-Sawi by Ahmad Bin Muhammad Sawi Al-Maliki written by Eka Prasetiawati.¹² Seventh, Ḥassāb al-Mūjaddidīn Bil Íqālīnāt (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyyah, t.th), 175–78.⁴

---

¹⁰ Dian Nur Utami, “Metode Dakwah Husain Basyaiban Melalui TikTok” (Fakultas Dakwah dan Ilmu Komunikasi Universitas Islam Negeri Syarif, 2024).
pelago Interpretation.\textsuperscript{13} Eight, Popular Hadiths of the Tablighi Jamaah Community (Reinterpretation Using a Historical-Contextual Approach),\textsuperscript{14} as well as articles with titles Exegetical Reception of Muslims towards the Culture of Alms (Study of LivingHadith at the Sulthoni Mosque Wotgaleh, Sleman) written by Muhammad Irsad.\textsuperscript{15}

There has been no specific discussion regarding the social implications of theinterpretation of Surah al-Kahf on the kadamsidik YouTube channel, according to research discussed by experts. Although the same topic is the subject of several studies, the approach and tenor of the conversation differ significantly from various previous studies. Remembering that the author examines more than just Husain Basyaiban's point of view. However, the author will also use the ad-dakhîl critical method for interpreting the Żulqarnain story. Apart from that, this research is important to study because YouTube consumers, who do not all understand ad-dakhil, need to understand Żulqarnain's story in its entirety using ad-dakhil.

In this writing, the author focuses on discussing the story of Żulqarnain inal-Kahf [18]:83–98 in the kadamsidik channel. The author will explore this channel further. The videos featuring Husain Basyaiban on YouTube are visually appealing and organized by topic, with a focus on contemporary language. This can certainly increase interest in religious research via the internet. However, netizens are less critical of the ideology and commercial motivations underlying these accounts. This research aims to answer at least two key questions. First, how interpretation Husain Basyaiban regarding Surah al-Kahf verses 83-98. Second, how Husain Basyaiban views the status of ad-dakhil in the interpretation of Zulkarnain's story in Surah al-Kahf verses 83-98.

RESEARCH METHODS

The author of this work chose the subject of the phenomenon of interpretation on YouTube, namely the kadamsidik YouTube channel, to determine the range of interpretation of the al-Qur'an using qualitative research methodology combined with normative research or literature study. Therefore, the author divides the required data sources into two categories: primary data sources, namely kadamsidik channels, and secondary data sources in the form of critical method


\textsuperscript{15} Muhammad Irsad, “RESEPSI EKSEGESIS UMAT ISLAM TERHADAP BUDAYA SEDEKAH (Studi Living Hadits Di Masjid Sulthoni Wotgaleh, Sleman, Yogyakarta),” Sosial Budaya 16, no. 1 (30 Juni 2019): 74–81, https://doi.org/10.24014/sb.v16i1.6918.
books. Ad-dakhîl works of Muhammad Ulinnuha, tafsir al-khazîn, books and journals. Both data sources are in the form of documentation. To compile and analyze the data collected, researchers used descriptive analytical methods. As for criticizing Husain’s interpretation, the author applies the critical method ad-dakhîl fit-tafsîr in the book by Ulinnuha as an analytical knife to find out ad-dakhîl contained therein.

Next, to find out the status ad-dakhîl in this study, the author applies the ad-dakhîl fit-tafsîr critical method to the theory of ‘Abd al-Wahhâb fâyed which was promoted by Muhammad Ulinnuha. Fayed set sources of authenticity of interpretation with five categories: Al-Qur’an, hadith, tabi’in opinion, Arabic language, and ijtihad. Then, to criticize isrā’îliyāt stories that are not mentioned in the text, there are three categories: First, stories that can be accepted and narrated. Second, history is rejected and cannot be retold without discussing its current state. Third, the historical status of Isrā’îliyāt cannot be known. Next, the author has steps in analyzing the kadamsidik interpretation of the story of Žulqarnain in Surah al-Kahf [18]: 83-98, namely: First, check the kadamsidik channel and listen to the interpretation. Second, narrating the results of Husain’s interpretation. Third, analyze ad-dakhîl in Husain’s interpretation using the critical method ad-dakhîl fit-tafsîr.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ad-Dakhîl Fit-Tafsîr and and Audiovisual Tafsîr on the Kadamsidik Youtube Channel

The word "ad-dakhîl" comes from the word "dakhala," which means "to enter." According to Ibn Manzhur, that is components that can disturb their physical, moral and intellectual abilities.16 Meanwhile, Arabs consider it an external term that has entered Arabic literature. Tafsîr experts disagree about how to understand ad-dakhîl in terms. "Abd al-Wahhâb Fâyed" also gave a definition regarding this matter which was defined by Jamal Mushthafa as ad-dakhîl: news whose truth is not known and does not fulfill the conditions for acceptance.17

Fâyed divides ad-dakhîl into six categories based on the definition above, namely: 1) Bâṭhiniyyah sect; 2) linguistic aspect; 3) Sufistic interpretation that ignores exoteric meaning; 4) Bābīyah, Bahā’īyah, and Qadyâniyah sects; 5) some modern thinkers. 6) ad-dakhîl in the form of a history of isrā’îliyāt. Based on Fâyed’s concept, Muhammad Ulinnuha added the ad-dakhîl path of al-isyārah (intuition) as a third category. This type includes esoteric interpretations carried out by the Bâṭhiniyah sect, and interpretations carried out by some Sufi circles which do not change the

---

17 Hasanah Nurul, “Ad-Dakhil dalam Surah Al-Anbiya’ Ayat 83-84 (Studi Kitab Tafsir Al-Khazin), Salimiya: Jurnal Studi Ilmu Kangamaan Islam 3, no. 3 (2022).
exoteric meaning of the verse. In this case, the author analyzes the type of ad-dakhil in the form of *isrā’īliyāt* history.

A Brief History of the appearance of *Ad-Dakhil* that at least *ad-dakhīl* entered the interpretation of the al-Qur’ān through two words. First, the Prophet Muhammad preached the People of the Book from the Jewish nation (Bani Qaynuqa, Bani Nadir, and the Bani Qurayzah), which led to a meeting between the Prophet Muhammad and his companions with the People of the Book. *Ad-dakhīl* enters this interpretation as a result of the process of this intellectual meeting and event. Second, several Jews who were of the Islamic faith, such as Abdullah ibn Sallam, Mukhayriq ibn Nadir, and Ka’b al-Ahbar, converted to Islam.

Discussing *Ad-Dakhil*’s method of criticism, Fāyed defines the sources of originality of *tafsir* in five categories: the Qur’ān is the first. Second, the authentic *hadith* or *sunnah* of the Prophet Muhammad. Third, the opinion of the tabi’in and friends, because they are the generation that best understands the Koran, from its inheritance to the understanding and application of its teachings in everyday life. Fourth, the Arabic language, because the Qur’ān was handed down by using it Arabic, which is conveyed explicitly. Fifth, iijtihad, or iratio. In the context of interpretation, irrationality must be used. Noting that the interpretation is in accordance with the principles of Arabic language and the ideals of *syar’i*.

According to Fāyed, the five sources of original interpretation are as follows: If the interpretation studied has an original basis as mentioned above, then the analysis is sufficient. However, if the interpretation is not based on original sources, then the interpretation must be criticized, analyzed and evaluated for its validity in accordance with each respective domain, starting from history, reason or opinion, and instinct.

From this analysis, the status of *ad-dakhīl* in accordance with the parameters of their respective types is concluded. Fāyed classifies *isrā’īliyāt* into three categories that determine the permissibility of a narration, namely as follows: The second is a history that is rejected (*mardūd*) and cannot be narrated except by mentioning its status. The third is history which is known to be wrong because it contradicts the teachings of the religion of Islam.

---

Audiovisual interpretation consists of three words, namely: linguistic interpretation which means explaining the meaning, audio which means voice, and visual which means picture. Interpretation Al-Qur’an Also Can be interpreted as meaning Which more clearly, Which contains aspects rhetoric (balagah), as well as wonder And something Which become because of the process understanding or realizing the ambiguities found in the Qur’an through the use of audiovisual materials such as images, videos and illustrations. Usually, the internet, web, social media, etc. used for this audiovisual interpretation. No doubt, experts have studied it and published their findings in various scientific journals.

It is clear that social media is nothing new and in everyday life it is considered unreasonable. This is demonstrated by the many channels that use images and videos to convey Islamic preaching to internet users. One of the YouTube channels that often broadcasts religion is the YouTube channel with the user name kadamsidik. This channel is owned by a content creator from Madura named Husain Basyaiban. Husain Basyaiban has the nickname Husain or Ucen. Husain was born in Mecca, Saudi Arabia on August 12 2002. His father was a well-known kiai in Bangkalan named Kiai Sufyan Bangkalan whom he called Abuya. Meanwhile, his mother's name is unknown because Husain is reluctant to expose his female family on social media. Since the age of six, Husain was aware that his father, a kiai from Bangkalan, continued to teach him the book, Arabic language, Arabic knowledge, Ushl Fiqh, al-Qawa’id, and al-Hadith. Husain believes that what he has learned since childhood can be shared and spread on his social media. He started doing it in the 10th and 11th grades of high school, starting by uploading it to WhatsApp stories.

Husain Basyaiban's hobbies include preaching, reading the Koran and public speaking. Husain Basyaiban received his elementary to high school education in his hometown in Bangkalan, including at SDN Jaddih 01 Bangkalan, then continued his education at the Bangkalan State Madrasah Tsanawiyah (MTsN), and Bangkalan

---

State Madrasah Aliyah (MAN). Husein Basyaiban started his preaching because of his hobby in the field of public speaking, he has channeled his hobby through uploads on his TikTok and YouTube accounts since 2018. Because he received a positive response from the public, Husain has continued his preaching until now, and his name has even become more widely known since 2022.  

On his channel, Husain made a playlist about the story of Żulqarnain with the playlist name "AJMAL QASAS" which currently contains 8 videos and if we click on the playlist, there will be videos containing content from previous stories.

Some of the videos include telling the story of Ashabul Kahfi, the story of the elevation of the Prophet David to king, as well as other previous stories. However, the author only chose one of the videos discussed by Husain to be used as research entitled "Kisah Dzulqarnain Sang Penakluk Ya’juj Ma’juj I Ajmal Qasas E2". The video received 8.7 thousand likes and 291 comments.

---
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Analysis of Ad-Dakhîl in the Interpretation of Husain Basyaiban

This chapter is the main part of this research. Apart from this chapter reviewing the profile of al-Kahfi [18]: 83-98, it also reviews ad-dakhil in Husain’s interpretation. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Husain provides very little commentary on other tafsir-related topics, including asbâb an-nuzûl and comparison of interpreters' perspectives. He concentrates more on the broad meaning of understanding the verse. The author uses Husain’s interpretation to identify and analyze ad-dakhîl in this chapter. More precisely, to make this research more in-depth and focused, the author limits his analysis to QS. al-Kahf [18]: 83-98.

1. A glance at surah al-Kahf [18]

The story of a group of young men who fled the persecution of the ruling class at the time and slept in a cave for the next three centuries is told in Surah al-Kahf, which means “cave” in Arabic. This story shows the power of Allah SWT, which is found from verses nine to twenty-six. In terms of its content, Surah al-Kahf is related to the previous letter. Among them are surah al-Kahf which begins with tahmid, and surah al-Isrâ’ which begins with tasbih. There is also a relationship between the beginning and end of surah al-Kahf and surah al-Isrâ’, because both have tahmid. Surah al-Kahf has the distinction, as stated by the Prophet Muhammad, of being delivered through the intermediary of Abû ad-Dardâ’;

“Whoever memorizes the ten verses from the beginning of Surah al-Kahf, he will be protected from the slander of the Dajjâl” (H.R Muslim).34

---
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34 Abû Dâwûd, at-Tirmidzî, dan an-Nasâ’î, ibn al-Hajjâj, Shahîh Muslim ((Beirut: Dâr al-Jail), 209M), 199.
In terms of substance, Surah al-Kahfi containing an explanation that shows that Allah SWT gives success and blessings to those who trust in Him. On the other hand, those who do not follow God’s rules will be in danger in the world. On the contrary, this surah contains three interesting stories: about the cave dweller Ashbāb al-Kahfi, about the Prophet Musa and Khidr, and about Žulqarnain.35 The author tries to find ad-dakhîl in Husain Basyaiban’s interpretation of these stories.

2. Analysis of Ad-Dakhîl in the Interpretation of Husain

In Husain Basyaiban’s interpretation, Husain interprets Surah al-Kahfi [18]: 83-98 into three phases: the western phase, the eastern phase, and the phase where Žulqarnain meet people who are almost incomprehensible to other people.

a. Opening of Husain Basyaiban’s interpretation

In particular, Husain began his interpretation by giving greetings to the audience and greetings to the Prophet Muhammad SAW, his family and friends. Then continued with Husein’s invitation to read, understand the translation and interpretation of Surah Al-Kahfi as recommended in the al-Qur’an. He begins by saying that there are almost four different types of kings on this planet: two believers and two non-believers. The two believers were Prophet Solomon and King Žulqarnain. He stated that there were differences among several scholars regarding their opinions about who Žulqarnain this. is Žulqarnain was just a pious servant or he was a prophet.

However, in his explanation Husein is more inclined towards the scholars who think that it is true Žulqarnain is a godly man. "I myself am more inclined towards the ulama who think that he is a pious servant and not a prophet."36 From these words, Husein appealed to the audience not to be confused by what he was talking about because it was just an opinion or bias. Husein introduces a new section in the film to tell these extraordinary stories, which are made even more beautiful because they feature prophets and messengers mentioned and not mentioned in the Koran. I call this segment "Min Ajmalil Qasas".

It is told in the Qur’an that Žulqarnain this went through three phases in his leadership to travel here and there, he had a habit of going on traveling expeditions to various places. In general, he went through three phases: the Western phase, the Eastern phase, and a phase where he met a group whose people spoke a language that the other groups barely understood.37

---

b. Phase 1 (western phase), namely going to the western end to meet people who do not believe

In Husain Basyaiban's interpretation, he begins the interpretation starting from Surah al-Kahf [18]: 83-88 at 05:18 minutes. In this case, Husain Basyaiban interpreted that some people asked Muhammad about the story Żulqarnain in fact, Allah has given great inspiration by placing Żulqarnain in the highest authority. Żulqarnain does not abuse his power even though he has been given a way to achieve everything (which is not unjust). Furthermore, Żulqarnain finally continued his journey.

In the first phase when Żulqarnaingoing to the west end he met people who were above the black muddy sea (on very muddy land) and met people who were not religious (did not believe). Allah said: "O Żulqarnain, you can punish or invite them to believe". Proven by Husain's interpretation: "Żulqarnainis a king who can do anything. You can torture them, punish them. But you can also give the best to them". The unjust person is the person who does evil. If you do injustice, then Żulqarnain will give punishment and Allah will give punishment. If you believe and do good deeds, then you will get the best reward and the best justice Żulqarnain with the permission of Allah SWT and I will give you light commands.

In this case, the author will criticize the part of Husain's interpretation regarding who he is Żulqarnain, whether a pious servant or a king of kings. This can be seen in Husain's expression "I myself am more inclined towards the ulama who think that he is a pious servant and not a prophet." And in the part of Husain's interpretation regarding black mud, he said “on very muddy ground”. Husain's expression is an explanation from surah al-Kahf [18]: 83-86:

In the author's opinion, the story told by Husain Basyaiban above is an explanation of the QS. al-Kahf [18]: 83-88. Husain did not elaborate on the source of the above interpretation. Thus, it is important for the writer to check the authenticity of the story, because the essence is related to the stories of people from the past which can only be known through the stories told.

In the author's opinion, based on Husain's expression, it refers to the opinion of 'Ali bin Muhammad al-Baghdadi in the book Lubab al-Ta'wil fi Ma'ani al-Tanzil which is known as tafsir al-Khazin. Regarding the figure of Żulqarnain, the author

---

found that the information was a collection of information from various different sources regarding Żulqarnain as the king and guardian of Allah, as well as the Prophet Khidir as his minister, who followed the teachings of Abraham. For example, al-Alūsi also quotes from it and examines various sources separately.\(^{40}\) Several scholars, including "Ali bin Muhammad Al-Baghdadi" in his work *Lubab al-Ta’wil fi Ma’ani al-Tanzīl*, also known as tafsir al-Khazīn, have studied this. The author found that although there are differences in editorial length, the essence is the same. However, al-Khazīn did not provide details about the sanad of this long story.\(^{41}\)

In terms of the existence of the Prophet Khidir as minister of Żulqarnain, for example, al-Alūsi stated:

وَلا تُبْتَوَنَّ أَنَّ الْحَضَرَ كَانَ وَزِيرًا ذِي الْقُرْنِينِ

"That Prophet Khidir was a minister of Żulqarnain, this is information that has no basis."\(^{42}\)

As al-Alūsi said, regarding the first name of Żulqarnain who is usually called Iskandar and his status as prophet, angel, or pious servant. Apart from that, there is inconsistent opinions (different opinions) about this information. Ibn Kathir stated in *Al-Bidāyah wa An-Nihāyah*, he said: Alexander was the son of Philips Macedon, the founder of the city of Alexandria. So who said it? Żulqarnain was Alexander, he made a big mistake, because Żulqarnain was a faithful servant. While Alexander was a polytheist.\(^{43}\)

Regarding meeting people who are above the black muddy sea (on muddy ground), Nafi said: “Ka‘b was asked about that verse, then he answered, You know more about the Qur'an than us, but I heard in the book that the sun sets in mud that black.”\(^{44}\) Ali told me, he said: Abdullah told us, he said: Mu‘awiyah told me from Ali, from Ibn Abbas, he read وَجَدَهَاِتَغْرِهِبِ ِْعَيٍِْحََ ئَةٍِ

then he commented, "In hot water.

From al-Alūsi's opinion above, the author concludes that although there are many different opinions about the figure of Żulqarnain and the place where the sun sets, almost all of them do not have strong arguments. On the other hand, there is no Prophetic hadith that explains the story of Husain's description above.


\(^{43}\) Hamīd Ahmad Thahir, *KISAH-KISAH DALAM AL-QUR’AN* (Ummul Qura Penulis, 2008), 328.

Considering that the narrative above tells of the people's past which is not supported by reasoning and is not supported by authentic hadith, the author considers it to be part of ad-dakhīl bi al-ma’tsūr in the form of isrā’ilīyāt, as stated by Abū Syuhbah. However, the status of this isrā’ilīyāt history remains uncertain because there is no evidence or religious teachings that confirm its truth or untruth. Therefore, this history is considered mauquf (allowed).

c. Phase 2 (Eastern phase), namely the journey eastward to the position of the rising sun

In phase 2, Husain Basyaiban began his interpretation of Surah al-Kahf [18]:90-92 at 09:13 minutes, the interpretation was as follows:

_Husain's interpretation:_ “When Žulqarnain went to the tip of the east he found the sun rising over a people who Allah had not made a protection for them from exposure to the sun's rays he had no shade or covered them from the sun, there were no barriers on either side or right, they have very strange habits. Indeed, we know our abilities Žulqarnain”45. In this case, the author will criticize the part of Husain's interpretation regarding there being no buildings at all. That matter looks in Husain's words "it does not provide shade, it does not cover them from the sun, nor is there any obstruction on either side, they have very strange habits." Husain's expression in al-Kahf [18]: 90;

حتى إذا بلغ مطلع الشمس وجدها تطلّغ على قومٍ لم تجعل لهم من دوامًا سبأً.

In the author's opinion, Husain did not explain the source of the above interpretation. However, it has relevance in the interpretation Rūḥ al-Ma’ānî fî Tafsîr al-Qur’ān al’Azhîm wa al-Sab’ al-Matsānî (Al-Alûsi), there is a Hadith written with a similar story above as follows:

وأنبو الشّيخ في العظمة عن ابن جريج قال حدثت عن الحسن عن سمرة بن جندب قال: يقول رسول الله في الآية لم يجعل لهم من دوامًا سبأً بناءً لم يبن فيها بناءً فقط كانوا إذا طلّعت الشمس دخلوا أسرابًا ثمّ حتى نزلو الشمس، وأخرج جماعة عن الشمس وذكر أنه حدثت سرّة أن أرضههم لم تجعل البياٰء فذا طلّعت الشمس تغتوى في البياٰء فذا غابت خرجوا يتراكون كما يراعي البنات، وقيل: الفراء لاتشيء له مّ يلتصقّه من اللياس والبياٰء.

It was narrated from Ibn Juraij that he said: I narrated this hadith from Al-Hasan from Samurah bin Jundah that Rasulullah SAW said about the verse "lam naj'al lahum min duniha sitra" which means there are no buildings at all. When the sun rises, they will enter a homemade tunnel until the sun sets.

---

A number of scholars also narrated another hadith from al-Hasan from Samurah: that they could not support the building (perhaps because it was prone to landslides or something else). When the sun rises they will dive into the water, and when the sun sets they will come out like grazing livestock. *Wa qîla:* what is meant by no satyr is that there is nothing to cover them from the sun, no clothes and no buildings.\(^{46}\) Like other information, Husain also did not include the source. However, the author found this story contained in al-Alusi's commentary\(^{47}\) The interpretation mentions several other opinions, apart from the 'light protection' opinion, such as building coverings, and others. It is not stated which is the strongest. It is clear that everyone says that there is a group of people who do not have sun protection, because the verse in the Koran says that.

Al-Hakim considers this narration to be authentic by Muslim standards, and a similar statement from adz-Dzahabi supports it.\(^{48}\) This is because al-Hakim easily assesses hadith, *mutasyadid* (strict) hadith scholars consider Hasan's assessment to be valid. However, valid statements that are supported by other credible scholars are also considered valid by *mutasyadid*. Even though the above narration is authentic, the interpretation of the companions of the Prophet SAW can be justified and is not categorized as *ad-dakhîl* if the narration is authentic so that it can be used as interpretive data, because it is considered an *marfu'* hadith (up to the Prophet Muhammad SAW).\(^{49}\) So according to the author, this history is valid and contains stories from the past that cannot be changed by reason, so it can be used as a source of interpretation.

d. Phase 3 (Phase of meeting people whose conversation they don't understand and meeting a group flanked by two mountains)

According to Husain, this is the main story. Namely meeting people who don't understand the conversation and meeting a people flanked by two mountains. The story is from Surah al-Kahf [18]: 93-98 at minute 10:00:

*Husain's interpretation:* There was a people there who was flanked by two mountains and two valleys, namely Yakjuj and Makjuj. Between the two mountains there is a gap, so this is where Yakjuj and Makjuj infiltrate and cause damage to the earth. Žulqarnain found them as "you who do not understand speech" only Žulqarnain could talk to them and understand what they were talking about.\(^{49}\) Finally they


\(^{47}\) Abu Fadhli Syihabuddin al-Sayyid Mahmud al-Alusi al-Bagdadi, 36.


confided in Žulqarnain. O Žulqarnain Yakjuj and Makjuj are always doing damage on this earth. They offer treasures as wages to close the gap in the area. However, Žulqarnain was reluctant to accept the treasures they offered. O people, what Allah SWT has given me in the form of this power, it is far better than anything else. So what I ask from you is the help of your strength. They finally collected treasures, mining materials and other necessities.

Bring me iron plates from the piles of iron so that when the iron plates are piled up so that they cover the two plates of the mountain, burn the iron. So (blow) burn the iron. They burned the iron until everything became like fire. In this interpretation, Husain said by adding the sentence "I am 100% sure it will not be able to be carried out even with technology as sophisticated as it is now" because if it is related to mining experts, of course this is hard work that cannot be achieved in a short time. He then poured molten copper over the iron, this was certainly a tough job because it was built between two mountains. Until finally the two mountain valleys were blocked by the iron walls of Yakjuj and Makjuj. After the fort was built, they were unable to climb it and they were unable to make a hole in it.

There is ziyadatul fi’il in the sense that making a hole in it is much more difficult than climbing it in the sense that the Yakjuj and Makjuj cannot climb the fort even though in the end, with the permission of Allah SWT, it is closed again. So all the efforts of Yakjuj and Makjuj to penetrate this wall were fruitless (failed miserably). After such a strong fortress was created, Žulqarnain was still tawadhu' Žulqarnain was not proud of himself. Žulqarnain still thinks this all happened because of the grace of my God. He knows that any building will one day disappear and be destroyed, no matter how strong a building is created by humans, anything that is not created by God will surely end in destruction.

Author's opinion, the author found from QS. al-Kahfi [18]:93-94 that Husain Basyaiban did not mention the source of the story above, but the author found this story was also told by al-Khazîn in the interpretation. Description Which The same Also written by al-Alûsî. It's just that he didn't mention the editorial statement that Allah said. Neither al-Khazîn nor al-Alûsî explained the reference for their interpretation. However, based on the author's research, the substance of the story above is the same as the word of God in QS. al-Anbiya' [21]: 96;

احتَ قدَ فَسَحَّرَ بِأَمْجُونَ وَمَا أَمْجُونَ وَمَهَّمَ مَنْ كُلُّ حَدِيثٍ ثُمِّ سَلَىٰ

"Until (the walls of) Gog and Magog are opened and they descend quickly from all the high places."

---

On this basis, the interpretation made by Husain Basyaiban above can be considered valid because it comes from the Koran. In this context, the interpretation of Surah Al-Anbiya' [21]: 96 is used as an explanation of Surah al-Kahfi [18]: 93-94. Regarding seeing the wall, al-Bukhari also narrated in the book al-Anbiya in *mu'allaq* with an editorial that ensures the validity of the hadith, and the sanad of this hadith is given maushul value. It is said that a man said to Rasulullah SAW "O Rasulullah, I saw a wall like a black striped cloth" then he said, "that means you have seen it (the walls of Yakjuj and Makjuj)".\(^{51}\)

According to Fayed's perspective, this kind of situation can be classified as the Qur'an interpreting itself in the form of *tafshil al-mujmal*, that is, providing a detailed explanation of a general verse.\(^{52}\) Therefore, the interpretation presented by Husain Basyaiban above is not considered an additional part or ad-dakhil in the interpretation. In this case, the author will criticize the part of Husain's interpretation regarding Yakjuj and Makjuj not being able to climb the fort at all. This can be seen in Husain's statement "Yakjuj and Makjuj could not climb the fort either because of its shape or maybe because it was slippery or maybe because it was so sturdy and they couldn't make a hole in it." Husain's expression in surah al-Kahf [18]: 97:

\[
فَمَاِاسِْطَاعُوهُاَِنْ ٌّيَظَهَرُوهُوَمَاِ اَٰسْتَطَاعُوهُاَِلَهَوَنـَقْبًاِ
\]

The author found that in QS. al-Kahfi [18]: 95-98, Husain Basyaiban does not refer to the source of the story. A similar thing was also explained by Ath-Thabari in his work, *Jami' al-Bayan fi Ta'wil al-Qur'an*, in his interpretation. He said:

\[
حَد ثـَنَاِرَوح ،ِحَد ثـَنَاِسَع يدهِبْنهِأَبي ِعَرهوبَة،ِعَنِْقـَتَادَةَ،ِحَد ثـَنَاِأَبهوِرَاف عٍ،ِعَنِْأَبي ِههرَيـْرَةَ،ِعَِ
\]

"Has told us the spirit of Sa'id bin Abu Arubah, from Qatadah, from Abu Rofi' from Abu Hurairah from Rasulullah SAW. keep punching holes in the “sad” every day until a little more they can see the light."\(^{53}\)

Imam al-Tirmizi explained the hadith of Abu Uwwanah, he said that this hadith is jayyid and strong. It's just that the matan and marfu'-'ness of this hadith is very wrong, because the text of the verse shows that before Yakjuj and Makjuj came out, they could not climb over the barrier wall or make a hole in it.\(^{54}\) There is also a history from Ibn Abi Hatim which includes hadith that are considered gharib, whose sanad are invalid. Because this hadith from Munabbih is very long and

---

\(^{51}\) Hamid Ahmad Thahir, *KISAH-KISAH DALAM AL-QUR'AN*, 321.

\(^{52}\) Muhammad, *metode kritik ad-dakhil fit-tafsir "cara mendeteksi adanya infiltrasi dan kontaminasi dalam penafsiran Al-Qur'an*, 18–34.


\(^{54}\) Hamid Ahmad Thahir, *KISAH-KISAH DALAM AL-QUR'AN*, 323.
contains surprising elements, it tells about the journey of Żulqarnain and the construction of its walls, along with the events that occurred, which often have strange and unusual aspects, either in form, nature or length. In short.\textsuperscript{55}

In Munir's interpretation, some information about this is also quoted. As follows: "Then he took another road, namely the third road which stretched between east and west, starting from south to north between two mountains between which a dam was built. These two mountains are two mountains in Armenia and Azerbaijian. There are those who think that these two are two high mountains at the end of the northern region of the Turkish border and at the back are Yakjuj and Makjuj." After that, Sheikh Al-Albani stated in As-Silsilah Ash-Sahihah "this verse does not at all show that Yakjuj and Makjuj will not be able to break through the barrier, because the verse talks about the past, while the hadith talks about the future, so they do not deny each other."\textsuperscript{56}

From this description, the author concludes that Husain Basyaiban's interpretation above comes from tabi'in circles, but its validity is unknown. This interpretation is considered \textit{ad-dakhîl bi al-ma'tsûr}. Most likely, this interpretation is a history of \textit{isrā’iliyyât}, as proposed by Ibn Ishaq. However, the status of this \textit{ad-dakhîl} interpretation is considered to be mauquf or abandoned, because there is no evidence or religious teachings that confirm its truth or untruth. It turns out that from the description of the author's analysis above, it contains two categories: QS. al-Kahfi [18]: 93-94 not \textit{ad-dakhîl}. Then on QS. al-Kahf [18]: 95-98 \textit{ad-dakhîl} category which was sentenced to \textit{mauquf} because some stated that they could not penetrate or climb the fort and some confirmed that they could climb the fort.

**CLOSING**

Of the three phases described by Husain Basyaiban from Surah al-Kahf [18]: 83-98, the author identifies two of them as \textit{ad-dakhîl} in the form of tafsir with the type of history. Specifically, there is \textit{ad-dakhîl} in the story of Surah al-Kahf [18]: 83-88, which covers the first phase (the western phase), and \textit{ad-dakhîl} in Surah al-Kahfi [18]: 95-98, which covers the 3 which is considered a history of \textit{isrā’iliyyât} that is \textit{mauquf} (allowed). Meanwhile, one of them is considered an authentic history in Surah al-Kahf [18]: 90-92, which includes phase 2 (eastern phase), namely the journey to the east from the position of the rising sun, and another one is considered as \textit{tafshil al- Mujmal} in Surah al-Kahf [18]: 93-94, which includes phase 3 (the phase of meeting people who do not understand the conversation and meeting a people flanked by two mountains).

\textsuperscript{55} AL-TABARI, Abi Ja’far Muhammad Ibn Jarir, \textit{Jami’ al-Bayan Fi Ta’wil al-Qur’an} (Dar al-Salam, 2009), 373.

\textsuperscript{56} Syaikh Muhammad Nashiruddin Al-Albani, \textit{As-Silsilah Ash-Shahihah} (Jakarta: Qisthi Press, 2005).
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